The Inductor Max Kit is completely portable with the induction inverter mounted in a carry case. It offers audible and visual power indicators, and is a great tool to use outside the shop. It provides the ability to release all types of adhesives bonded to metal without the collateral damage of open flame.
Inductor Max Kit Includes (IM-IND2011):

> Max Power Supply (MXP1)
> Glass Blaster (U-311)
> (2) L-Wedges (L-0810A)
> Fast-Off Pad (U-211)
> Concentrator (U-411)
> One-Year Warranty

Additional Attachments:

**PDR Baton (U-111)**

- Hail Dents
- Door Dings
- Soft Dents

**Rosebud (U-511)**

- Frames
- Structure Repair
- Stress Relieving

**U-555 (40% more power than the Mini-Ductor)**

- Bearings
- Bolts
- O2 Sensors
- Pulleys
- Gears
- and 100’s more!